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Abstract  
A classe of prequasi-invex functions, 

which introduced by Yang.et al. [6], is further 

studied in this paper. First, a new sufficient 

condition of prequasi-invex functions is given 

under weaker certain conditions. Then, the 

property of the composite to pre(quasi)-invex 

functions is obtained. Our results extend some 

known results in the literature. 
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I. Introduction 
Convexity and generalized convexity play a 

central role in mathematical economics and 

optimization theories. Especially, the research on 

convexity or generalized convexity becomes one of 

the most important aspects in mathematical 

programming. A significant generalization of convex 

functions termed preinvex functions was introduced 
by [1]. Yang and Li obtained some new properties of 

preinvex functions, strictly preinvex functions and 

semistrictly preinvex functions in [2][4].Yang also 

further discussed the relationships among convexity, 

semistrictly convexity and strictly convexity in [3]. 

Recently, Yang.et established some characterizations 

of prequasi-invex functions and semistrictly 

prequasi-invex functions in [6].  

Motivated by the the work mentioned above, 

in the paper, we mainly further discuss the 

prequasi-invexity, which introduced by Yang.et al. 

[6]. First, we give a new sufficient condition of 
prequasi-invex functions under weaker certain 

conditions. Then, we obtain the property about the 

composite of  pre(quasi)-invex functions. Our 

results extend some known results in the literature. 

Firstly, we give the following definitions . 

Definition 1.1[1] A set 
nRK  is said to be invex  

 

if there exist a vector function 
nnn RRR : , 

such that 

KyxyKyx  ),(]1,0[,,  . 

Definition 1.2[6]. Let 
nRK  be an invex set with 

respect to 
nnn RRR : . Let RKf : . 

We say that f  is prequasi-invex on K , if 

]1,0[,,  Kyx , 

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf  . 

 

 

 

 

Definition 1.3[6]. Let 
nRK  be an invex set with 

respect to 
nnn RRR : . Let 

RKf : .We say that f is semistrictly 

prequasi-invex on K , 

 if )1,0( )()(,, yfxfKyx  , 

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf  . 

Condition C[5].  Let 
nnn RRR : . We 

say that the function   satisfies Condition C, if for 

any ,, Kyx  for any ]1,0[ , 

),,()),(,( yxyxyy    

).,()1()),(,( yxyxyx    

Condition D[6]. Let the set   be invex with 

respect to 
nnn RRR :  and 

let Rf : . Then, 

.,),()),((  yxxfyxyf   
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From the definition of Condition C, we can verify 

 satisfies the Condition C. Another example that 

 satisfies the Condition C may refer Example 2.4 in [5].  

 

II. Main Results 
In this paper, we always assume that: 

(i) 
nRK  is an invex set with respect to 

nnn RRR : , 

(ii) 
nnn RRR : is a vector function; 

RKf :  is a real-valued function on K . 

Now, we give a new sufficient condition of 
prequasi-invex functions. 

Theorem 2.1
nnn RRR : satisfies 

ConditionC. Let RKf : be a semistrictly 

prequasi-invex function and satisfy Condition D for 

the same  , and if for each pair of Kyx , , there 

exists an )1,0( , such that  

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf                           

)1.2(  
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Then f is preqausi-invex on K  with respect to 

 . 

Proof: Firstly, From Condition D, if 1,0 , 

we have  

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf 

, Kyx  ,  

Then, we assume that there exist 

Kyx , , )1,0( such that  

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf  .                         

)2.2(  

Let ),( yxyz  , then  

)}(),(max{)( yfxfzf                                     

(2.3) 

If )()( yfxf  , it follows from the semistrictly 

prequasi-invex function of f  that  

                        

)}(),(max{)( yfxfzf   

which contradicts (2.3) . Therefore  we have  

)()( yfxf   and , also by (3) 

                        

)()()( yfxfzf                                         

(2.4) 

Note that the pair Kyx , .From inequality 

(1) ,there exists an )1,0( , such that  

)()()),(( yfxfyxyf 
                              (2.5) 

Denote ),( yxyx  . If   , define 

 )( u , then )1,0(u .From condition C 

we have  

                       

 )),(,(),(),( yxyyuyxyxyux 
 

                       

zyxyyxuy  ),(),()(   

By (5) and since f is semistrictly prequasi-invex 

function on K ,  

                       

)()}(),(max{)),(()( yfyfxfxyuxfzf  
 

This conctradicts (4). If    , define 

)1()(  v , so )1,0(v .From 

condition C we obtain  

 )),(,(),(),( yxyxvyxyxxvx 
 

zyxyyxvy  ),(),()]1([ 
 

Since f is semistrictly prequasi-invex function on 

K  and (5) holds, we have  

                       

)()}(),(max{)),(()( xfxfxfxxvxfzf  
 
which contradicts (4). This completes the proof. 

Remark2.1. In Theorem 2.1, a uniform )1,0( is 

not needed, so the corresponding result of [6] has 

been improved to a great extent.  

Corrolary 2.2
nnn RRR : satisfies 

ConditionC. Let RKf : be a semistrictly 

preinvex function and satisfy ConditionD for the 

same  , and if for each pair of Kyx , , there 

exists an )1,0( , such that  

)()1()()),(( yfxfyxyf    

Then f is preinvex on K  with respect to  . 

Now we will discuss some new properties of 

pre(quasi)-invexity. 

Theorem 2.3 Let RKf : be a prequasi-invex 

function for the same , and let RIg : be a 

convex and not decreasing function, where 

.)( Ifrange   Then the composite 

function )( fg is a prequasi-invex function on .K  

Proof. Since f is prequasi-invex function, for 

any ,, Kyx  ]1,0[ , we have 

)}(),(max{)),(( yfxfyxyf  , from the 

convex and not decreasing properties of ,g we obtain 

))}(()),((max{)}](),([max{))],(([ yfgxfgyfxfgyxyfg 

 
Hence 

))}(()),((max{))],(([ yfgxfgyxyfg 
 

Thus )( fg is a prequasi-invex function on .K  This 

completes the proof. 
From Theorem 2.3 we can get the Corllary 2.4 

as follows. 

Corllary 2.4. Let RKf : be a preinvex 

function for the same  , and let RIg : be a 

convex and not decreasing function, where 

.)( Ifrange  Then the composite 

function )( fg is a preinvex function on .K  

Theorem 2.5. Let RKf : be a semistrictly 

prequasi-invex function for the same  , and let 

RIg : be a convex and strictly increasing 

function, where .)( Ifrange  Then the 

composite function )( fg is a semistrictly 

prequasi-invex function on .K  

Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of 

Theorem2.2. 

Remark2.2. Theorem 2.3 and 2.5 generalize theorem 
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3.2 in [4] from the semistrictly preinvex case to the 

(semistrictly) prequasi-invex case. 

Corllary 2.6[4]. Let RKf : be a semistrictly 

preinvex function for the same  , and let 

RIg : be a convex and strictly increasing 

function, where .)( Ifrange  Then the 

composite function )( fg is a semistrictly preinvex 

function on .K  
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